A second case of somatic triple mosaicism in the CYBB gene causing chronic granulomatous disease.
The most common form of chronic granulomatous disease (CGD) is caused by mutations in the CYBB gene that is carried on the X-chromosome and give rise to the X-linked form of the disease. The product of this gene is the large subunit of flavocytochrome b558, gp91phox, the catalytic core of the superoxide-generating enzyme, NADPH oxidase. In the overwhelming majority of cases, mutations are family-specific and occur in the exonic regions of the gene or, less frequently, at the intron/exon borders. In addition, there are large, often multi-gene, deletions. Four mutations have also been found in the promoter regions. In contrast, very few intronic mutations have been reported. Here we describe an unusual intronic mutation that causes CGD. The mutation is the insertion of 12 bp in intron XI, accompanied by the deletion of exon 12. Remarkably, the grandmother of this patient is chimeric, carrying a normal allele, the patient's allele, and an allele with a 4-nucleotide insertion at a site adjacent to the patient's insertion, in combination with a 1.5-kb deletion within intron XI. The patient's mother carries a normal allele and the patient's allele. We propose that an initial mutational event during the grandmother's embryogenesis has undergone unsuccessful DNA repair and has resulted in two aberrant alleles, one of which has been inherited by the patient and his mother. Remarkably, in the only two kindreds that have been examined in detail where deletions originating within introns have led to CGD, both families have contained members with triple somatic mosaicism.